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**Project Background:**

I work as a science teacher at a school in Germany. While I have enjoyed taking all of my classes within the UNL Masters in Entomology Program, I am not, and will not be a practicing entomologist in my career. That is why I would like my thesis project to focus on using the lessons that I have learned in completing this distance education program to improve my teaching.

I feel as if I learned a great deal about insects in this program, but in addition I also learned quite a bit about what works and what does not work in terms of designing asynchronous and online instructional materials. I have chosen to combine these two elements – the study of insects and distance instructional design – in addressing a consistent academic need on the parts of my students, namely statistical analysis skill development.

The school where I work has had a 1-to-1-laptop program since 2005. Every student in grades 7 through 12 has been issued a personal laptop for their academic use. Students are expected to bring their computers to every lesson, although there are many lessons where these machines are not utilized because the learning activities of the day do not require the use of a computer. As teachers we have been encouraged to develop “appropriate use(s) that enhance learning” by the administration of our school. Over this time, I have taught kids in grades 7 through 12, and I have tried my best to develop lessons that utilize laptops not simply to replace or replicate established modes of instruction, but rather to improve upon or reinforce sound teaching practice.

I have also worked for the past 15 years as a teacher of the International Baccalaureate (IB) Higher and Standard Level Biology. IB Biology is a rigorous, two-year course that has a significant experimental component incorporated into its curriculum design. (For an overview of the material covered in IB Biology Courses, see the following link: [http://www.ibo.org/diploma/curriculum/group4/biology.cfm](http://www.ibo.org/diploma/curriculum/group4/biology.cfm).) IB Biology is, in my opinion, a far more demanding and thorough introductory course than that offered by The College Board and Advanced Placement (AP) Biology. Not only does the IB syllabus cover more topics within biology, it explores these topics in more detail. The IB Biology syllabus also required a minimum of 60 hours of lab work over the course’s two years. Much of this lab work involves the students designing their own independent lab investigations. Statistical analysis of data is expected as part of their lab work.

Helping foster the development of statistical analysis skills is, I feel, one of the most challenging aspects of teaching the IB Biology curriculum. The IB Biology laboratory program requires that, wherever appropriate, students should show appropriate statistical analysis and the use of statistical tests that should inform students as they write up conclusions summarizing the findings of their experiments. Students are expected to perform statistical calculations, such as standard deviation as well as t-tests and chi-squared tests in processing their lab results. They should be able to perform a linear regression. They are also expected to document the uncertainties that accompany any of their measurements taken during their lab work. This expectation of statistical analysis on the parts of 11th and 12th graders has been to my experience, one of the most challenging aspects of teaching IB Biology. I try to teach the meaning of reliability and variability, and how to determine means, modes, and medians of data sets. (This tends to be the easier part.) The determination of standard deviations, t-test values, chi-squared values, and lines of best fit is more of a challenge. The most difficult aspect of teaching stats skills is getting the kids to interpret these statistical tests properly so that that can use them in drawing informed conclusions based on their data whereby they don’t just simply fall into the 9th and 10th grade paradigm of analysis that says if the mean of one data set is bigger than that of another then one can confidently conclude that there is
a significant difference between the two.

I have, informally, “flipped” some aspects of my teaching of IB Biology. Using the school’s course management software, I have placed all of my course materials online for students to access. My students can access all of the unit packet materials, lab instructions, and supplemental pdf documents that I have created for my courses over the years. If a student wants to read up on DNA replication using these online materials prior to our covering the material together as a class in lessons, they can, but I have as a habit not prepared any of this online content specifically for students to work through independently as an introduction to the material prior to my talking about the topics in class. Much of this online content lacks the guidance necessary to allow students to approach a topic independently.

What I have not done is create online materials that fully realize the “flipped classroom” model of instruction. I would like to send my student home each night with their homework being that they go through the prepared online materials for about 15 to 20 minutes. The next day in class, I would like to work through excel-based exercises in calculation of statistical values and tests, as well as the way in which the test values are interpreted to draw informed conclusions based on data. Ideally, I hope to lesson the amount of lecture that I have to deliver on the use of Excel and we will spend far more instructional time in the act of processing data.

The other aspect of the challenge is that for the 11th graders that come into my IB Biology classes they have not been formally introduced to statistics in their math courses. Biology teachers at our school are the first to introduce this mathematical material. We have to do it in September every Fall within the first 4 weeks of our school year because we need to start using stats in our lab work. While we cover stats early in the IB Bio course students need to be able to go back over it again and again as they collect their own data in later lab work over a two-year span. I always try to instill intellectual independence in my students – they need to be able to learn on their own in many ways as they prepare for university – and by putting this resource up online, kids can reference it when they need it, and come to me when they are really struggling with a data processing issue.

**Deliverables Created During this Masters Project**

1. **Literature Review on the use of flipped classroom instruction.**

   (Please note: there is a shocking lack of properly controlled experimental evaluation of educational outcomes when it comes to pedagogy in the literature. The case of Flipped Classroom Instruction is no exception. I had a great deal of difficulty in writing this Literature review because there was little to work with that was not anecdotal in its evidence in support or criticism of this practice.)

2. **Web-based presentations on Data Collection and Statistical Analysis in IB Biology.**

   All biological examples and data sets used in these presentations have been taken from the field of Entomology.

**Part I – Intro and Uncertainty in Measurement**

![Image](image.jpg)
Part II – Mean, Mode, Median, Standard Deviation and Variability

Part III – Hypothesis Testing, t-tests

Part IV – Hypothesis Testing, Chi-Squared Tests

Part V – Correlation and Linear Regression

Part VI – Statistical Test Flow Chart

3. Embedded Youtube-Based Podcasts on Using Excel to Conduct Stats Tests:

Embedded within each of the presentations listed above are Youtube-based podcasts explaining and showing how to conduct each of the statistical tests covered in these presentation in Excel or other programs. The presentations were all generated using the program ScreenFlow and show step by step how to use Excel to calculate SD values, t-tests, chi squared tests and linear regression/correlation analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Video Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculating Standard Deviation in Excel</td>
<td><a href="http://youtu.be/90YWFlIix1EA">http://youtu.be/90YWFlIix1EA</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting SD Error Bars on an Excel Graph</td>
<td><a href="http://youtu.be/oV0vbQIp9AI">http://youtu.be/oV0vbQIp9AI</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis testing using a T-test in Excel</td>
<td><a href="http://youtu.be/0hGnjp-o-Xw">http://youtu.be/0hGnjp-o-Xw</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple one Category Chi-Squared Test in Excel</td>
<td><a href="http://youtu.be/EOZu6O6i-Zk">http://youtu.be/EOZu6O6i-Zk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi Squared Test with Multiple Categories in Excel</td>
<td><a href="http://youtu.be/I2Gi2DN_y4A">http://youtu.be/I2Gi2DN_y4A</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **In-Class Activities Excel Workbook**

An in-class activities Excel workbook on use of statistical tools. This workbook focuses on analyzing insect data and corresponds to the six-part, web-based presentations.
Future Plans for this Instructional Material:

- I will post all of these files online via my school's course management software.
- I also plan on sharing these materials with my department. (I think all of the biology teachers will be pleased.)
- I will employ these materials in my classes in September of 2014 as we start our next school year. Specifically I will be using these materials in my section of 11th Grade Standard Level Biology Class of 2016.
- While it would be interesting to conduct a study on the learning outcomes of this flipped classroom methodology, I do not currently have a proper control group. I only have one set of 11th Grade Biology kids for 2014-2015. It may be possible to conduct such a study in Fall of 2016 as I will then pick up two Identical sets of HL Biology according to the rotation of the teaching load that occurs in my department.
In the world of Pre-K through 12 education, buzzwords and trends come and go, but technology integration and a student-centered class will be two constants for the future. Flipped classrooms capitalize on current technology with a focus on the individual student. While there are many different variations of the flipped pedagogy, Hamdan and McKight (2013) argue that in a flipped classroom, teachers shift direct learning out of the large group learning space and move it into the individual learning space, with the help of one of several technologies. A class that is flipped allows all participants, the teacher and all students, to learn together by aligning the place and time to ensure authentic collaborative learning experiences (McGoldrick, 2012).

With the current push for technology integration into classes, the question of effectiveness on student learning has to be asked. In an International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) study on effective technology integration in international classrooms, it was concluded that students using technology to find, organize, analyze, and create products while reflecting on their work are more likely to develop not only information and communication technology skills, but other 21st century skills such as communication, collaboration, and problem solving (Kozma, 2003). In a flipped classroom students are not just using technology as a substitute for the teacher but they are accessing instructional videos at home, so that when they come to school they are engaging in meaningful discussions, activities, and projects to apply the content learned at home. Students in today’s schools are made up of “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001). Therefore, educators need
to teach to students’ strengths and interests. Flipped learning, video podcasting in particular, have been shown to have a positive impact on student attitudes (Bolliger, Supanakorn, & Boggs, 2010) and student performance (Vajoczki, Watt, Marquis, & Holshausen, 2010). According to Fulton’s (2012) study in Minnesota at Byron High School student interviews were positive and reflected students’ success and preference of flipped classrooms. A 10th grade student said, “I like that we watched the concept at home, but then mastered the concept in class” (p. 14). However, as mentioned by Herreid & Schiller (2013) there are some potential pitfalls to flipped learning. Because of drastic changes from traditional instruction, students can be unsure of the process or do not adapt their academic habits resulting in being unprepared for class. Another possible negative is the amount of preparation time that teachers will need to take to find or make quality instructional videos. A common misconception about flipped classrooms is that they are a replacement for the teacher. When well executed, however, the teacher takes on the role of facilitator and is very active in each student’s learning (Johnson, 2012).

Another benefit of flipping classrooms is student motivation and ownership of their own learning. According to Pink (2009), in order for one to be intrinsically motivated the individual needs autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Flipping the classroom provides all three aspects of authentic intrinsic motivation, particularly autonomy in their learning. Flipped classrooms give students autonomy over what they do, when they do it, how they do it, and whom they do it with. In a TED Talk (Khan, 2011) the creator of Khan Academy, Salman Khan, mentions that while engaging in video tutorials, students learn in a risk free environment and are self-paced. Students’ ownership of their learning provides them an avenue to choose how they
demonstrate their understanding. According to research by Sardone & Devlin-Scherer (2010) students with intrinsic motivation and curiosity were engaged in the tasks at hand, implying that once students learn the content, the time in class can be used to tap into the students’ natural curiosity.

An abundance of research can be found on flipped classroom success and implementation in secondary and university education, but to his knowledge the effect of flipping classrooms in middle school is still undetermined. In the aforementioned teacher survey done by Flipped Learning Network (2012), 95% of the teachers surveyed taught in secondary settings. This survey reflects the lack of flipped pedagogy occurring in middle school classes. There does not seem to be any controlled experimental research studies investigating the effects of flipped pedagogy in a middle school classroom setting. It would be interesting to design and evaluate the learning outcomes of a flipped classroom unit in science for a middle school science classroom.
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